ESCAPE

Costa Rica

ESCAPE TO
VISTA CELESTIAL
I N S O U T H E R N C O S TA R I C A
Escape your everyday life and find yourself surrounded
by rainforests with tropical flowers, toucans, monkeys,
parrots and butterflies. Enjoy your privacy in our modern,
comfortable and stylish villas nestled in the dramatic
Costa Rican mountainside with primary cloud forests
above. The villas at Vista Celestial have been designed
with the heavenly panoramic views in mind. Soak in a
free-standing tub, lay out on the terrace or relax in your
own infinity Jacuzzi surrounded by breathtaking views of
the Pacific Ocean.
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NOT SIMPLY A HOTEL
A N U N F O R G E T TA B L E E X P E R I E N C E
Vista Celestial is a piece of heaven located in Costa Bellena offering the best beaches and one of the best places for Costa
Rican adventure vacations. Our one-of-a-kind property induces
an immediate sense of relaxation and well being. Experience our
beautiful deserted beaches (more than 13 beaches with many
protected as a national park).
Enjoy the surf, romantic walks on beautiful deserted beaches,
or take one of the many adventure vacation tours that we offer
including whale and dolphin watching, deep sea fishing, dive and
snorkeling tours, surfing, ATV tours, horseback riding, canopy
zip lining, white water rafting, rappelling or a refreshing swim in a
waterfall.
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YOUR PRIVATE
YOGA PARADISE
Imagine yourself relaxing with your fellow yogis at one of
the most spectacular locations in the world. Vista Celestial
offers countless beautiful areas to enjoy a sunrise or
sunset yoga session. The sunsets are breathtaking and
the evenings are filled with thousands of stars. Our focus
is on total body health and well-being, serving only healthy
cuisine and drink options. Relax, Rejuvenate, Renew.
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OUR VISION
MEET THE OWNERS
Jennifer & Konrad left their corporate lives to embark on a lifelong
adventure. Plans were made that when the right opportunity came
they would take their entrepreneurial skills on the road and travel
the world. They became white collar vagabonds. Their travels took
them from Ecuador to Croatia to the south of France and many
other destinations. When they decided to cut the cord and sell
their home in Atlanta they packed up their car and drove towards
the Mexican border. They continued for over 4,000 miles through
Central America and ended up in Uvita de Osa where over a fateful
weekend a decision was made to buy a property because it just
felt right.
This property would become Vista Celestial. Vista Celestial is a
reflection of their travel experiences including organic mixed drinks,
culinary fusions, lounge designs, to the wood for the furniture that
was sourced from their friend’s reforestation farm. The travel stories
are endless and your hosts would love to exchange experiences
with you over a cocktail or two.
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A PIECE
OF HEAVEN
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THE EXPERIENCE
AMENITIES
• Private Villa with panoramic
views, terrace, private infinity
Jacuzzi
• Ocean views & direct view of
famous Whale’s Tail
• A/C
• Free standing tub for 2
and rainfall shower with
spectacular views
• Service bar in the Villa
• Spa services

• Custom designed comfortable
beds with top quality
mattresses and linens
• Tropical setting with flora and
fauna all around
• Organic food & drinks
• Fruit, Veggies, Herbs grown at
the property
• Swim up bar and beautiful
saltwater pool with Jacuzzi
and waterfall feature

ACTIVITIES
• Waterfalls & Wildlife 
Preserves
• Deep Sea Sport Fishing
• Snorkeling, Dive-tours 
& Lessons

• ATV Tours
• Canopy Zip Lining & Rappeling
• Surfing, Kayaking & Rafting
• Horseback Riding 
• Yoga & Fitness
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FAQ

BRANDS SHOT ON-SITE

How long have you been established?
Vista Celestial was established in 2013.
How many rooms are at the hotel?
Our boutique hotel includes only 5 private villas to
ensure the most relaxing environment.
How many people does it sleep?
Each room sleeps 2-4 people.
Do you have a restaurant?
Vista Celestial’s private 9° Lounge serves alwaysfresh breakfast, lunch and dinner exclusively for hotel
guests. We specialize in creative tropical cuisine and
utilize organic and free-range local ingredients in
unique, hearty and healthy ways. We hope our Chef’s
local creations blow you off your feet!
How far is the hotel from the beach?
Vista Celestial is located 550m or 1700 feet above
Uvita with spectacular views of the Pacific Ocean.
Only 15 minutes down the mountain to the nearest
beaches, at Vista Celestial you can enjoy the beach
during the day and escape to a more comfortable
climate at night.
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TESTIMONIALS
Celestial is such an exceptional resort. The attention
“to Vista
detail, from the staff knowing your name, to the organic

fruit and vegetable garden where the majority of your meals
came from — everything was fabulous. The food, the drinks,
and the view..Wow!! Very romantic and very private. I highly
recommend Vista Celestial.

”

- ASHLEY GALVIN @ashleygalvinyoga

“

I’ve traveled to Costa Rica several times, and always had
great experiences, but that being said, my Vista Celestial
experience blew away the others. During our stay we picked
fruits and veggies from from the organic gardens on site, hiked,
checked out hidden waterfalls, kayaked and boated through
mangroves, zip lined, and had an overall blast. I want to go
back asap. I only left a few days ago and I already miss it.

”

- CAITLIN TURNER @GypsetGoddess
Yoga Celebrity / Blogger - Los Angeles, CA

This was my first time in Costa Rica and my Vista
“Celestial
experience was absolutely perfect. The location,

food, tours, views and the friendly staff make it unique and
memorable. You MUST experience this one for yourself.
Yoga Celebrity / Blogger - San Diego, CA

platform, and hiking trails through the rainforest are just some of the features I
enjoyed during my stay. The staff was friendly, the service was impeccable, and
the owners go out of their way to ensure a a great stay.
- RIVA G @riva_g_

”

Yoga Celebrity, Writer, and Creative Director - New York, NY

Yoga Celebrity and Wellness Instructor - Manhattan Beach, CA

- AUBRY MARIE WILTCHER @aubrymarie

Vista Celestiall truly offers a one-of-a kind experience. Gorgeous views from
“each
room, each with it’s own private hot-tub, healthy organic meals, a yoga

”

of my favorite places that I have been to in the last year is Vista Celestial
“in One
Costa Rica. This boutique hotel is perfect for a honeymoon or yoga retreat
for luxurious yet simple and beautiful living. Each private villa is perfectly
nestled in the jungle, giving as much privacy as you could need. The staff
was extremely helpful and welcoming, making sure to cater everything to my
needs.

”

- IRENE PAPPAS @fitqueenirene

Yoga Celebrity and Wellness Instructor - Washington, D.C.

Vista Celestial is the perfect getaway for those wanting to escape the
“business
of life and retreat to a tropical sanctuary. The hotel has all the

amenities of a 5 star resort while providing a quaint and tranquil setting perfect
for rest and relaxation. The staff is extremely courteous and the cuisine is also
very delectable. I would definitely recommend this hotel to anyone looking to
escape reality and in need of a beautiful and peaceful atmosphere.
- GIL ANTOLIN @LuxuryWorldTraveler

Travel Blogger and Digital Marketer - Los Angeles, CA

”

CONTACT
VISTA CELESTIAL, HOTEL & WELLNESS RETREAT
South Pacific Zone, Costa Ballena
Costa Rica
ADDRESS
2km Noreste de Catarata de Uvita
Uvita de Osa
Puntarenas 60504 Costa Rica
PHONE
USA : (404) 461-9555
Toll Free : (888) 829-7560
Costa Rica : + (506) 8523-0627
EMAIL & WEB
info@vistacelestial.com
www.vistacelestial.com
Skype : vistacelestial
MARKETING / PR

Jennifer Dunphy
Phone: (404) 461-9596
Email: pr@vistacelestial.com
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